proposed by Karrick (1926) , described by Guthrie (193&) , and later modified by Stanfield and Frost (1946, 1949) Recently a method relating the specific gravity of the oil shale to its oil yield was developed by the Bureau of Mines (Stanfield and Frost, 1950) . In the latter procedure the oil yield is determined using a standard curve established for the particular oil shale deposit. The standard curve is obtained by plotting the specific gravities of more than 50 oil shale samples picked at random against the percentage of oil given by the Modified Fischer retort method.
A rapid method for the photometric estimation of the oil yield of oil-bearing shale (Cuttitta,, 1951) has been reported by the U. S. Geological Survey and is now in preparation for publication. In this method the oil shale is destructively distilled in a closed test tube,, and the oil evolved is extracted with toluene. The optical density of the toluene extract is converted to percentage of oil by reference to a standard curve* This curve is obtained by relating the oil yields by the Fischer assay method (Stanfield and Frost, 19469 1949) to the optical density of the toluene extract.
All of these methods are empirical, and the following study is another empirical measure that can be directly correlated with the Fischer method. Although the proposed method does not supersede the photometric method^ it can be used to advantage in the estimation of the oil yield of comparatively small samples (as small as 1 g) where a standard curve is not available for a particular oil shale deposit.
In addition the method is rapid,, so that four or five determinations can be made in the same length of time required for the completion of one Fischer assay determination.
In this proposed method the shale is distilled in a closed test It has previously been found (Cuttitta, 1951 ) that this method of heating give yields of oil that compare with those determined in the Fischer assay method; therefore it is essential that strict adherence to the time and temperature conditions be observed,, The exposed upper twothirds of the stoppered test tube serves as an air condenser. After the distillation period is complete, the closed test tube is removed from the tube furnace and allowed to air cool to room temperature. The following formula is used to convert the measured volume, in milliliters of oil, to gallons of oil per ton;
Gallons of oil per ton shale = 239.3 x ml oil yield Both of the foregoing formulas were derived by taking an aver~ age specific gravity of oil as 0.903* which is essentially the density of shale oils (Cuttitta, 1951) .
DISCUSSION
In order to obtain reproducible results the following precautions must be observed?
1. The closed-tube system must be gas tight. As a precaution To test this method 19 samples of Chattanooga shale from
Tennessee were picked at random* The oil content of the shale samples, having a Fischer assay oil yield ranging from 2.3 to 6.7 percent, was determined by the above method. The results of these tests, shown in 2. Less sample is required. A 100-g sample is used in the Fischer method, whereas a 1.000-g sample is used in the proposed method. In addition, the same representative sample (-80 mesh) can be used for other analyses. Table 1 
